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Abstract

In this paper, we present the experimental results of a Digital Beam Forming (DBF) Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)

performance on the purpose of the High-Resolution Wide-Swath (HRWS) SAR concept. A ground-based SAR system

successfully demostrates the DBF SAR operation. The demostrator aquired SAR raw data with very dense spatial sam-

pling rate in order to obtain various sampling rates. We evaluate DBF performancewith respect to the image quality factor

with two different types of the beam former, a fixed-beam former and an adaptive beam former. The results show that

an adaptive DBF algorithm offers a wide range of the selection of the pulse repetition frequency (PRF). In addtion we

evaluate the noise performance compared to a reference mono-static SAR system on the same condition on single target

experiment.

1 Introduction

A spaceborne SAR system is used in the wide spectrum of

the remote sensing owing to its wide-area observation ca-

pability and high resolution. A modern SAR system based

on the phased-array antennas realizes the multiple SAR

operation such as the stripmap, spotlight and scan mode

operation. However, this system does not fulfill the users

demands for SAR data for a wide area with the fine re-

soultion since there is a foundamental trade-off between

the ambiguity and the swath width. Additionally, the life-

time of a satellite depends on the fuel budget to maintain

its orbit and motion control. A SAR sensor observing the

wide area can reduce the revisit time and thereby extend

the operation period. Therefore, the simultaneous achieve-

ment of the wide coverage and fine spatial resoultion is

quite attractive not only for the SAR users, but also in

the system point of view. Such a simultaneous observa-

tion of a wide area with fine resolution provides the use-

ful information, especially for the dynamic target surveil-

lance of oceans, ice and artificial moving targets. On a

bi- or multi-static configuration this fundamental restric-

tion can be resolved by introducing an appropriate DBF

technique. The HRWS SAR concept exploits the smart an-

tenna technique on 2 dimensional array antenna constella-

tion in order to compensate the azimuth ambiguity result-

ing from reduced PRF. In this paper we focus on the DBF

SAR performance in azimuth directio. Several DBF algo-

rithms were proposed with respect to a spectral estimation

in spatial frequency domain[1],[2],[3]. In this paper, we

introduce the experimental results through a simplified 2-

dimensional measurement. Numerous array configurations

are feasible for the experiment. Nevertheless, the prelimi-

nary experiment contributes to the evaluation of a uniform

linear array (ULA) DBF SAR as shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Geometriy of a DBF SAR with an uniform lin-

ear array on the receive

2 Digital Beam Forming on SAR

The performance of a DBF SAR significantly relies on

the quality of filtering the desired Doppler component and

suppressing the neighboring replica of Doppler spectrum

caused by lower PRF than Nyquist sampling criterion.

At an arbitrary frequency ωo bin, the obtained baseband

Doppler spectrum Sl by lth antenna is basically given by



the superpostion of the baseband spectrum and its replicas.

Sl =

∞∑

α=−∞

Sl(ωo, ka + αks) · ΩD (1)

where α is an integer (0,±1,±2, · · · ) standing for the

order of the spectrum replicas. The baseband spectrum

is only visible within the rectangular window ΩD ∈

[−ks

2
, ks

2
] after Fourier transform. ka and ks are the

Doppler spatial frequency and spatial sampling frequency,

respectively. Multiple orthogonal beams generated by a

DBF processor decompose this aliased Doppler spectrum

into the angular Doppler spectrum domainθd, which is de-

fined by

θd = arcsin
ka + αks

2k
≈

ka + αks

2k
(2)

k denotes the wave number. A post processing follow-

ing the DBF recostructs the desired full Doppler spectrum.

Consequently it leads to increase the number of samples

in azimuth and avoid an ambiguity in SAR image due to

spatial under-sampling. From (2), the steering vector aα in

the angular Doppler domain is given by

aα = [a0, a1, · · · , aNr−1]
T (3)

Nr is the number of the receive antenna. It must be noted

that the DBF on SAR generates Nr beams, so that the

steering vector becomesNr-by-Nr matrix. The total steer-

ing matrixA is described by

A = [a0,a1, · · · ,aNr−1] (4)

Substituting the steering matrix into the weight matrixW,

a fixed beam former outputY is given by

Y = W
H
S (5)

As a high resolution beam former, MinimumVariance Dis-

tortioless Response (MVDR) method, which is well known

as Capon’s beam former, provides better performance on

the condition of non-uniform spatial sampling[3]. The

weight matrix is

WCapon =
R

−1
A(θd)

AH(θd)R−1A(θd)
(6)

From the filter theory an adaptive beam former has been

derived in [1]. All receive subarrays have unique trans-

fer function, which contains the antenna characteristics and

the delay information from target to the individual receive

antenna. The estimated transfer function from the antenna

geometry plays role as a reconstruction filter. The recon-

struction filter is an inverse of the transfer function[1] and

is equivalent to the inverse of the steering matrix.

W
H
Recon = H

−1 = A
−1 (7)

In next section we introduce the ground-based experiment

and the following section we evaluate the performance of

the digital beam formers above.

3 GB Experiment of DBF SAR

Themeasurementwill be performedwith the ground-based

SAR system at X-band (fc = 9.65 GHz) with 300MHz sys-

tem bandwidth. The demonstration system is composed of

the antenna subsystem, Radio Frequency (RF) subsystem,

and the platform block.

Figure 2: The implemented GB DBF SAR demonstrator

under test

The implemented demonstrator contributes a single target

measurement in order to verify the idea of DBF for the

HRWS SAR concept and system studies. A ULA with

three receive subarrays are adapted and are vertically sepa-

rated with 23 cm on purpose of avoiding coupling from the

transmit antenna. The length of the receive subarray is 6.8

cm, which yields total length of 20.4 cm. It should be noted

that, in uniform sampling scenario, the separation between

the effective phase centers corresponds to the half of the

subarray length. Hence the uniform spatial sampling fully

depends on the antenna size [4], For the optimum sampling

step movement of the platform must be 10.2 cm. However,

we evaluate the DBF SAR performance for various spatial

sampling distance ∆d, which means that the spatial sam-

pling distance, which changes from 1.02 cm to 10.2 cm as

shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3: The spatial sampli in the GB exeriment using 3

ULA



4 DBF SAR Performance

The obtained SAR data with DBF SAR operation is used

to reconstruct the single point target response. The ω − k

SAR processig is employed for the image reconstruction.

4.1 Channel Imbalance Effect

Prior to applying DBF on the raw data, the array system

must be carefully calibrated. The former research shows

that the channel imbalance causes a high frequency sinu-

soidal error. The critical point is the fact that the sinu-

soidal phase error have an identical frequency to PRF. This

phase error hence causes unexpected spectral overlapping

between original spectrum and shifted spectrum caused by

the convolution relation in spatial Doppler domain. Usu-

ally array phase error can be easily correced by the array

calibration on the ground. However, the channel imbal-

ance that occurs during the operation in the extreme envi-

ronment(space) should be considered in practice. Figure 4

shows the destorted target response by the high ambguities

that are generated by the channel imbalance.
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Figure 4: The reconstructed DBF SAR image (a) with the

channel imbalance condition (b) after calibration

4.2 Non-Uniform Sampling Effect

After the array calibration we applied several DBF al-

gorithms stated in previous section and reconstructed the

point target response with various PRF. We define the over-

sampling ratio with respect to the optimum uniform sam-

pling distance. In this experiment the uniform sampling

distance is 10.2cm. If this optimum sampling distance is

not fulfilled, then the raw data is acquied with non-uniform

sampling in the azimuth. In principle the non-uniform

sampling in the DBF SAR brings the same effect as the

channel imbalance. However, it will be shown that the

MVDR method and the reconstruction filter method pro-

vide the stable performance under the non-uniform condi-

tion.
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Figure 5: The reconstructed azimuth profile with vari-

ous over-sampling ratio, 10%, 30% and 50% from the top.

(a),(c),(e) are for a fixed beam former and (b),(d),(f) for

Capon’s beam former

As shown in the right column of figure 5, the Capon’s

beam former provides the steady ambiguity suppression

compared to the conventional fixed beam former in the

same condition. We don’t present the results of the re-

construction algorithm in [1] since the reconstruction fil-

ter algorithm shows an analogue of MVDR as investigated

in [5]. Remarkable feature is the fact that the adaptive

beam former, such as MVDR and reconstruction filter al-

gorithm, adjust the beam forming gain for the purpose of



the adaptive nulling in non-uniform sampling. Thus the

ideal Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is not achievable. It

must be emphasied that the maximum sampling distance

for a conventional monostatic SAR is 3.4cm in this case.

In the following section we analyze the more detail.

5 Analysis

The reconstructed point target response is evaluated for the

various sampling rate (PRF) as introduced in previous sec-

tion. Here we evaluate the Azimuth Ambiguity Suppresion

Ratio (AASR) of the two beam formers. The two-way an-

tenna pattern performs an amplitude tappering, so that the

ambiguity becomes a peak side lobe under the non-uniform

sampling.
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Figure 6: The measured Peak to Side Lobe Ratio with the

over-sampling ratio

It is obvious that the Capon’s beam former shows the sta-

ble suppression property compared to the fixed beam for-

mer. In the higher over-sampling region around 66% a
break-out point exists. The recontruction filter algorithm

and Capon’s algorithm take a matrix inverse to defined the

weight matrix. Around the break-out point the covariance

matrix becomes singular due to the coincident spatial sam-

ples. Thus a proper weight matrix can not be defined. In

contrast to the adaptive beam former, the fixed beam for-

mer has a its iterative null point at this point. So the perfor-

mance becomes similar to the uniform sampling case with

this sampling ratio. These results can be observed in the

Integrated Side Lobe Ratio( ISLR) as well. Although it

doesn’t show the pure noise performance of only the beam

former, the ISLR reflects the estimated noise performance

of the DBF SAR. As shown above the non-uniform sam-

pling affects the total noise on the SAR image in case of

the conventional beam former compared to the image from

the adaptive beam former. At the break point the ISLR of

the adaptive beam former degrade significantly due to the

same effect stated above.
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Figure 7: The measured Integrated Side Lobe Ratio with

the over-sampling ratio

6 Conclusion

Using a ground-based SAR system we evaluate the pro-

posed DBF performance for SAR application. It is obvi-

ously demonstrated that the DBF SAR allows increasing

the swath width and provides the performance improve-

ment. In practice, we could observe the fact that an ac-

curate array calibration is necessary to achieve the opti-

mum performance. The effect of systematic phase and am-

plitude error is servere because it contributes unexpected

spectral overlapping. From the various spatial sampling

experiments we showed that the adaptive beamformer has

tolerance to select the wide range of PRF. However, it is

emphasized that the adaptive beam former fully dependent

to the SNR of the input signal and calibration accuracy.

Therefore an optimization strategy in practical system de-

sign will be studied in future work.
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